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Eastern European Jews: Freedom and Citizenship

As students work through the activities in this unit they will develop their skills as history
detectives and learn some of the reasons that Eastern European Jews left their homelands for a
new life in the United States, as they answer the question, “Why was the image, ‘A Happy New
Year’ created?” They will study the image along with a selection of primary and secondary
sources to develop a document based response to the question. Students will gain insight into
why Russian Jews left their homeland and immigrated to the United States and the steps they
took to become citizens.
The varied learning experiences are designed to activate and utilize students’ multiple
intelligences, while providing intellectual challenges at multiple levels of cognitive complexity.
Modifications for English language learners and/or special education students include, but are
not limited to:
1. Glossary of unfamiliar words found in the texts
2. Handwriting chart(s) to help transcribe script
3. Highlighted print out of longer sections of reading (such as
appear in Activities #3 and #4)
4. Simplified or restructured Activities assigned
5. Bi-lingual dictionary or phrase book
6. Graphic organizer for use as a pre-writing tool for the final
project
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Standards [new page]
Standards addressed in this unit:
Rhode Island Grade Span Expectations for Civics & Government and Historical Perspectives
C&G 5 (5-8)– 1, 5 (5-8) - 2 HP (5-8) -1
Massachusetts History and Social Science Curriculum Framework
USII.3 Describe the causes of the immigration of Southern and Eastern Europeans, Chinese, Koreans, and
Japanese to America in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, and describe the major roles of these
immigrants in the industrialization of America.
Seminal Primary Documents to Read: Emma Lazarus, “The New Colossus” (1883)

Massachusetts English Language Arts Curriculum Framework
Standard 2.4, 4.17, 4.20, 8.22, 8.24, 8.25, 8.26, 9.4, 9.5, 13.17, 13.21, 13.22

Objectives
Students will be able to describe the causes of the immigration of Eastern Eurpoean Jews in the
early twentieth century, and describe the steps immigrants took to become citizens. Students will
act as historians by using primary documents to understand specific accounts of human activity,
and answer historical questions. Students will evaluate information and draw inferences from
Rhode Island and world history.
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Overview of Lesson
Materials needed: Print outs and rubrics as listed with each activity, large index cards, pencils,
paper, image ‘Happy New Year!’ found at:
http://www.loc.gov/exhibits/haventohome/images/hh0052s.jpg

Length of lesson: 180 minutes

Step by Step Instructions:
1. Hand out large index card to the class. Before projecting the postcard image, tell the
class that they will observe the image two ways: first they will sketch it onto the blank
side of the card (silently) for three minutes. At the end of three minutes, they will turn
the index card over and use the lined side to describe the image in words and phrases.
Artistic skill and grammar are not important, the goal is to observe the image closely and
note the details.
2. After the 6 minutes of observation, ask the students to stop writing and discuss the image
as a class using visual thinking strategies http://www.vtshome.org.
3. Write the title and date of this LOC image on the board. Instruct the students to copy the
textual information onto their index card. Challenge them to consider this new
information, along with their observations, and attempt to interpret the image.
4. Tell the students that their job is to individually, or with partners, develop a hypothesis in
response to the question, “Why was this image created?” They will use teacher-provided
external evidence in the form of primary documents to refine their hypothesis.
5. Tell students that the instructor will assess their work on this project using the guide
below.
Student – follows directions, seeks clarification when needed
Master – follows directions, seeks clarification when needed, presents findings
and/or tackles problem with interest in the larger goal
Scholar – follows directions, asks questions when something is not clear, presents
findings and/or tackles problems with interest in the larger goal; passes along
his/her skill and knowledge
6. Set up centers with the materials needed for activities #1-5. At each, include a copy of
the reference chart, ‘Jewish Modern and American History Chart’.
7. Students move through each center, completing activities #1-5 and saving their work.
8. Students work independently on their final project, Activity #6.
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Activity # 1. Emma Lazarus’
L
han
ndwritten son
nnet, ‘The N
New Colossuus’

Materialss needed: Writing
W
paper,, dictionary and/or
a
thesaaurus, compuuter with youutube video
loaded, document
d
priinted:
http://ww
ww.loc.gov/eexhibits/haveentohome/im
mages/hh00441s.jpg

Students work with one
o or two partners as eaach student ttranscribes thhe poem. Next, they ideentify
the line in
n this poem that is belov
ved by many
y immigrantss and highligght it on theiir transcriptioon.
After tran
nscribing thee poem and highlighting
h
g the key verrse, students can check thheir work byy
listening to this youtu
ube video:
http://ww
ww.youtube.com/watch?v=E4wYFs5
5F76E
If they neeed to make any correctiions to their transcriptionn, they shouuld do so.

Using on
nly the text of
o the sonnet and a dictio
onary/thesaur
urus, each stuudent is to annswer the
following
g questions
1. Who wrotee this sonnet?? What yearr was it writtten?
2. What occassion was thiss sonnet wriitten for? Hoow do you kknow
this from th
he text?
he poet wantt to read this sonnet?
3. Who did th
s want peoople to hear her messagee?
4. Why does she
5. What is thee general toppic?
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n’s letter to Moses Seixaa on behalf oof the Newpport Hebrew
Activity # 2. Georgee Washington
Congregaation.

Materialss needed: Writing
W
paper,, dictionary and/or
a
thesaaurus, print ddocument, paages 1 and 2 at:
http://ww
ww.loc.gov/eexhibits/haveentohome/im
mages/hh00006ap1s.jpg
http://ww
ww.loc.gov/eexhibits/haveentohome/im
mages/hh00006ap2s.jpg

Students may subdiv
vide the two pages
p
of thiss letter, workking cooperaatively in a llarger group,
while eacch student paarticipates in
n transcribin
ng the handw
written text. Each studennt will createe
their own
n copy of thee complete teext. After itt is transcribeed, students identify the line in this letter
that summ
marizes why
y many perseecuted immigrants have come to the United Stattes and highllight
it on theiir transcriptio
on.

nly their transcription of the letter an
nd a dictionarry/thesauruss, each student is to answ
wer
Using on
the follow
wing questio
ons:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Who wrotee this letter? What year w
was it writteen?
What prom
mpted the autthor to writee this letter?
Who is thiss letter writteen to?
What word
ds or phrasess show the atttitude of thee author?
What is thee general toppic?
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3. The Bilingual
B
Yid
ddish-English Constitutio
on of the Unnited States aand the Decllaration of
Independ
dence, publisshed in 1892
2
Materialss needed: paaper, documeent title pagee at:
http://ww
ww.loc.gov/eexhibits/haveentohome/im
mages/hh00772s.jpg

Using on
nly the title page
p
of this document,
d
eaach student iis to answer the followinng questionss:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Who produ
uced this doccument?
What time and place w
was this produ
duced?
Who are th
he readers to whom this ppiece is directed?
What is thee purpose off this documeent?
What two documents
d
aare translatedd?
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Activity #4 Photo off Robert Lev
vine and the US Citizennship and Im
mmigration S
Services:
hip for Militaary Memberrs
Citizensh

R
Levinee’s photo annd chart on ppage 10, writting paper,
Materialss needed: Prrint out of Robert
computerr with websiite open at th
he US Citizeenship and Im
mmigration S
Services: Ciitizenship forr
Military Members:
http://ww
ww.uscis.gov
v/portal/site//uscis/menuiitem.eb1d4c22a3e5b9ac899243c6a75443f6d1a/?vgnnexto
id=ce613
3e4d77d7321
10VgnVCM
M100000082cca60aRCRD
D&vgnextchaannel=ce6133e4d77d73210Vg
nVCM10
00000082ca6
60aRCRD

Using on
nly these two
o documents and a dictio
onary/thesaurrus, each stuudent is to coomplete the chart
found on
n page 10.
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Complete the following chart (short answer):
Robert Levine
US Army, 1917

Citizenship for Military Members

Type of document:
photograph,
newspaper, website,
broadside, letter, etc.
What was going on at
the time this
document was
produced?
What year was the
document produced?

Who is the intended
audience for this
document?
What is the purpose of
this document?

Reflection (minimum - 3 sentences): Why might Robert Levine have enlisted in the US Army in
1917? Use information found in these documents to support your answer.
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Activity #5 To Enjoy
y American Opportunitie
O
es, Become A
An Americaan Citizen, prrinted 1917
Materialss needed: wrriting paper, broadside fo
ound at:
http://ww
ww.loc.gov/p
pictures/reso
ource/cph.3g03808/

Using on
nly this docu
ument, each student
s
is to answer the ffollowing quuestions:
1. Who is the speaker in tthis documennt? Is there bias in this ttext?
You must be
b able to citte evidence ffrom the texxt to support your
answer.
2. What was going
g
on in 1917 when tthis broadsidde was printeed?
What is thee context?
3. Who is the audience thhe documentt was createdd for and how do
you know??
4. What is thee purpose off this documeent? How does imageryy,
color and composition
c
help to com
mmunicate thhe author’s
message?
ment?
5. What is thee main idea oof this docum
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N Year! Printed betw
ween 1900 annd 1920
Activity #6 Happy New

w need theeir index carrd from the iintroductoryy lesson and
Materialss needed: Eaach student will
written materials
m
from
m Activities #1-5, a writting implemeent and writting paper. P
Print out of
documen
nt at: http://w
www.loc.gov
v/exhibits/haaventohome//images/hh00052s.jpg

dividually to the followin
ng question, “Why do yoou believe thhat the imagee,
Students respond ind
N Year!’ was
w created??” In their well
w written, thoughtful rresponse, theey are to
‘Happy New
hypothessize:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Who
W might have produceed this imagee
Where
W
and when
w
might th
his have been
n produced
Who
W was the intended au
udience for th
his work
What
W was thee purpose fo
or creating th
his image
What
W idea(s)) was the im
mage created to communiicate

Student support
s
theirr response by
y referring to
o specific infformation annd/or quotess taken from the
image itsself and the six
s additionaal documentss explored inn this lesson.
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Unit Assessment Instrument:
Students respond individually to the question, “Why do you believe that the image, ‘Happy New
Year!’ was created?” In their well written, thoughtful response, they hypothesize:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What group of people might have produced this image
Where and when this might have been produced
Who the intended audience for this work was
What the purpose for creating this image was
What big idea(s) the image was created to communicate

Student support their response by referring to specific information and/or quotes taken from the
image itself and the six additional documents explored in this lesson.

At/below
average
2 points
Response to
2 point
Question
A somewhat well
A somewhat well written,
written,
thoughtful
thoughtful
response that
response that
answers all five
answers four of
questions.
the five
questions.
Effectiveness of
1 point
2 points
the documents
The specific
The specific
chosen to support information
information
the Response
and/or direct
and/or direct
quotes from the
quotes from the
image and six
image and six
additional
additional
documents
documents
loosely support
somewhat
the student’s
support the
response to the
student’s
question.
response to the
question.

Objectives

Score:

Low
Performance
1 point
1 point

At/above average Exemplary
3 points
Performance
4 points
3 points
4 points
A well written,
An articulate,
thoughtful
well reasoned,
response that
thoughtful
answers all five
response that
questions in a
articulately
general way.
answers all five
questions.
3 points
The specific
information
and/or direct
quotes from the
image and six
additional
documents
generally support
the student’s
response to the
question.

4 points
The specific
information
and/or direct
quotes from the
image and six
additional
documents
effectively
support and
reinforce the
student’s
response to the
question.
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The ‘student’ designation in the following rubric specifies the minimum threshold a student
must meet to receive a passing grade.

Student – follows directions, seeks clarification when needed, has completed
each activity satisfactorily, hands in work for all six activities and earns a 4 or higher on
the final project.
Master – follows directions, seeks clarification when needed, presents findings
and/or tackles problem with interest in the larger goal, has completed each activity in a
way that demonstrates understanding, hands in work for all six activities in order and
earns a 6 or above on the final project.
Scholar – follows directions, asks questions when something is not clear, presents
findings and/or tackles problems with interest in the larger goal; passes along his/her skill
and knowledge, has completed each activity in a way that demonstrates understanding of
the larger picture and how the details fit into it, hands in all of the required paperwork in
order and earns a 7 or higher on the final project.
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Sources:

Lesson Overview: A Happy New Year! From the Library of Congress Haven to Home Exhibit.
Accessed August 13, 2010 http://www.loc.gov/exhibits/haventohome/images/hh0052s.jpg
Lesson Overview: Visual Thinking Strategies. Accessed August 6, 2010
http://www.vtshome.org
Activity #1 Emma Lazarus ‘Colossus.’ From the Library of Congress Haven to Home Exhibit.
Accessed August 10, 2010. http://www.loc.gov/exhibits/haventohome/images/hh0041s.jpg
Activity #1 You tube video, Statue of Liberty Poem. Accessed August 6, 2010.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E4wYFs5F76E
Activity #2 George Washington’s letter to Moses Seixa on behalf of the Newport Hebrew
Congregation. From the August 7, 2010 Library of Congress Exhibition: From Haven to Home,
August 7, 2010. http://www.loc.gov/exhibits/haventohome/images/hh0052s.jpg
Activity #3 The Bilingual Yiddish-English Constitution of the United States and Declaration of
Independence. From the Library of Congress Exhibition: From Haven to Home,
http://www.loc.gov/exhibits/haventohome/images/hh0072s.jpg
Activity #4 The photograph of Robert Levin, United States Army, 1917 from the Museum of
Work and Culture, Woonsocket, Rhode Island.
Activity #4 United States Citizenship and Immigration Services: Citizenship for Military
Members.
http://www.uscis.gov/portal/site/uscis/menuitem.eb1d4c2a3e5b9ac89243c6a7543f6d1a/?vgnexto
id=ce613e4d77d73210VgnVCM100000082ca60aRCRD&vgnextchannel=ce613e4d77d73210Vg
nVCM100000082ca60aRCRD
Activity #5 To Enjoy American Opportunities, Become An American Citizen. From the Library
of Congress, Haven to Home Exhibit. Accessed August 6, 2010
http://www.loc.gov/pictures/resource/cph.3g03808/
Activity #6 A Happy New Year! From the Library of Congress, Haven to Home Exhibit.
Accessed August 13, 2010 http://www.loc.gov/exhibits/haventohome/images/hh0052s.jpg
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Other Reference Material:
1. S.O.A.P.S. Tone Document Analysis Sheet. Accessed August 9, 2010.
http://arch.k12.ar.us/apush/files/SOAPSTONE_Description.pdf
English Mr. Tadeja
S.O.A.P.S. Tone Document Analysis
The SOAPS Tone Document Analysis allows students to trace an examination of a document
using the seven components listed. This approach to analysis is relevantly used in poetry,
speeches, short stories, newspaper articles, and countless other documents. Oftentimes, this
approach is introduced to AP students at the high school level. However, in this case, this
approach is used my classroom on all levels to stimulate and “prove” student’s point in analyzing
particular documents. Remember, all components of this approach MUST be supported from the
text and MUST be backed up by the words from the text.
Speaker
Who is the speaker who produced this piece? What is the their background and why are they
making the points they are making? Is there a bias in what was written? You must be able to cite
evidence from the text that supports your answer. No independent research is allowed on the
speaker. You must “prove” your answer based on the text.
Occasion
What is the Occasion? In other words, the time and place of the piece. What promoted the author
to write this piece? How do you know from the text? What event led to its publication or
development? It is particularly important that students understand the context that encouraged
the writing to happen.
Audience
Who is the Audience? This refers to the group of readers to whom this piece is directed. The
audience may be one person, a small group or a large group; it may be a certain person or a
certain people. What assumptions can you make about the audience? Is it mixed racial/sex
group? What social class? What political party? Who was the document created for and how do
you know? Are there any words or phrases that are unusual or different? Does the speaker use
language the specific for a unique audience? Does the speaker evoke God? Nation? Liberty?
History? Hell? How do you know? Why is the speaker using this type of language?
Purpose
What is the purpose? Meaning, the reason behind the text. In what ways does he convey this
message? How would you perceive the speaker giving this speech? What is the document
saying? What is the emotional state of the speaker? How is the speaker trying to spark a reaction
in the audience? What words or phrases show the speaker’s tone? How is the document supposed
to make you feel? This helps you examine the argument or it's logic.
Subject
What is the subject of the document? The general topic, content, and ideas contained in the text.
How do you know this? How has the subject been selected and presented? And presented by the
author?
Tone
What is the attitude of the speaker based on the text? What is the attitude a writer takes towards
this subject or character: is it serious, humorous, sarcastic, ironic, satirical, tongue-in-cheek,
solemn, objective. How do you know? Where in the text does it support your answer?
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2. Jeewish Modern and Conteemporary Peeriods. Acceessed on Auugust 10, 20110, selective
dates included
d for this pro
oject.
htttp://www.jeewishvirtualllibrary.org/jsource/Histoory/modtimeeline.html

Jewish
h Modern an
nd Contemp
porary Periiods
(ca.. 1700-19177)

1700

Jewish pop
pulation in America
A
num
mbers approxximately 2500.

1740

England grrants naturalization rightts to Jews in the coloniess.

1753

Parliamentt extends natturalization rights
r
to Jew
ws resident inn England.

1775

Frances Saalomon elected to South Carolina Proovisional Coongress; the first Jew to
hold electeed office in America.
A

1776

United Stattes Declaratiion of Indep
pendence.

1775American Revolution;
R
religious freeedom guaraanteed.
1781
1788

Ratification
n of the U.S. Constitutio
on means Jew
ws may holdd any federall office.

1790

Jews of Neewport, Rhod
de Island weelcome Presiident Georgee Washingtoon. George
Washingto
on writes letter to Jewish communityy proclaimingg religious liiberty.

1801

The first American
A
Jew
wish orphan care societyy established in Charlestoon, South
Carolina.

1808

Polonies Talmud Torah
h, the first Jeewish schoo l on record iin the Unitedd States
established
d in New York.

1827

Reinterprettation of Russsia's Conscrription Law mandates 31 years of m
military service
for Jews, beginning
b
at age 12.

1830

German Jews begin to immigrate to America inn substantiall numbers.

1841

David Levy
y Yulee of Florida
F
electeed to the Unnited States S
Senate, the fi
first Jew in
Congress.

1843

B'nai B'rith
h is organizeed, the first secular
s
Jewissh organizatiion in the Unnited States..

1844

Lewis Chaarles Levin was
w the first Jew
J elected to the U.S. H
House of Reepresentativees.

18

1849- American poet whose "New Colossus" was inscribed on the Statue of Liberty: Emma
1887 Lazerus.
1852

Mount Sinai, the first Jewish Hospital in the United States is founded by a group of
mostly German Jewish immigrants.

1860

Morris Raphall is the first rabbi to offer prayers at the opening session of Congress.

1862

Jacob Frankel is appointed first Jewish chaplain in the United States Army.

1867

First rabbinical school in America, Maimonides College, is founded in Philadelphia.

1868

Benjamin Disraeli becomes prime minister of Great Britain — and the first prime
minister of Jewish descent in Europe.

1871

First Yiddish and Hebrew newspaper in America is published.

1871

The first American kosher cookbook, Jewish Cookery Book, by Esther Jacobs Levy is
published.

1881

Start of mass migrations of eastern European Jews.

1881

May Laws restricting the movements and conduct of Jews are enacted in Russia.

1881

The word "pogrom" enters the English language, as Russian mobs begin a series of
violent attacks against Jews and their property.

1886

Etz Chaim, the first yeshiva for Talmudic studies in the United States, established in
New York.

1887

Jewish Theological Seminary opens in New York and, later, becomes the intellectual
center of the Conservativemovement.

1891

Grand Duke Segai orders the expulsion of 14,000 Jewish families living in Moscow.
Those who refuse to convert or become prostitutes are sent to the Pale of Settlement.

1891

Christian Zionist William E. Blackstone and 413 prominent Americans petition
President Benjamin Harrison to support resettlement of Russian Jews in Palestine.

1891

Baron de Hirsh donates 2 million pounds and establishes the Jewish Colonial
Association in order to resettle 3 million Russian Jews in agricultural areas in other
countries.

1894- Last Russian Czar, commissioned what became the anti-Semitic "Protocols of the
1917 Elders of Zion," Nicholas II.
1902

Russian Jews organize U.S.-based Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society to serve as
counselors, interpreters, attorneys, etc.

1903

Kishinev massacre increases Jewish exodus from Russia.

1903500,000 Jews flee Russia, 90% go to the United States.
1907
1911- Russian neurologist Sikowsy testifies thet Jews use Christian blood for ritual
1913 purposes in the Beilis Trial (Russia).
1912

United States abrogates treaty of 1832 with Russia because of Russia's refusal to
honor passports of Jewish Americans.

1914

Joint Distribution Committee of American Funds for the Relief of Jewish War

19

Sufferers iss established
d.
1914World Warr I.
1919
1914

During First World Waar, Russian forces
f
in retrreat drive 6000,000 Jews from their
homes.

1914

American Jewish
J
Relieef Committee establishedd to distribuute funds to nneedy Jews; it
later combiined with oth
her Jewish relief
r
organizzations to beecome the Jooint Distribuution
Committeee.

1915

The Anti-D
Defamation League
L
(ADL) is createdd in the wakee of the Leo Frank Affaiir.

1915

Leo Frank,, a southern American
A
Jeew falsely coonvicted of m
murdering a 14 year-oldd
girl is hung
g by a lynch mob.

1916

Louis Dem
mbitz Brandeeis is first Jew
w appointed to the Supreeme Court.

1916

Germany accuses
a
Jewss of evading active servicce in WWI, despite 100,,000 Jews
serving, 12
2% higher th
han their pop
pulation ratioo.

1917

As WWI comes closer to Tel-Aviv
v and Jaffa, tthe Turkish G
Governer off Jaffa orderss all
v and Jaffa.
Jews to leaave Tel-Aviv

1917

Jews granted full rightss in Russia.

1917

Russian Reevolution breeaks out, heaavy fighting in the Southh and West, where over 3
million Jew
ws live. Overr 2000 pogro
oms took plaace, claimingg the lives of up to 200,0000
Jews in thee next three years.
y

1917

The United
d States declared war on Germany. A
Appoximatelly 250,000 JJewish soldieers
(20% of wh
hom were vo
olunteers) seerved in the U
U.S. Army, roughy 5.7%
% while Jew
ws
only made up 3.25% of the generall American ppopulation.

1917

The Jewish
h Welfare Bo
oard is created and servees the social and religiouus requiremeents
of Jewish soldiers;
s
exp
pands after th
he war.

